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Background 

1. My name is Andrew Williams. I am a qualified Urban Designer, Chartered Landscape 
Architect and a founding Director of Define; a Town Planning, Urban Design and Landscape 
Architecture practice. 

2. I was appointed by Lifestory in December 2020 to provide expert townscape evidence to 
this appeal. I had previously reviewed the site, its context and the proposed design prior 
to confirming I could act in support of the scheme. I visited the site and surrounding area 
in January 2021 and will also be visiting the site as close as possible to the inquiry to ensure 
I am familiar with how the site appears in the context of trees being in leaf. 

3. My evidence addresses the second reason for refusal, which claims that the appeal 
scheme’s layout, scale, mass and position does not positively contribute to local 
distinctiveness and sense of place, contrary to policy ENV3 of the New Forest Local Plan. 
2016-2036 Part 1: Planning Strategy (July 2020), the Lymington Local Distinctiveness SPD, 
paragraph 127 and 130 of the NPPF and the National Design Guide. 

Policy and Guidance 

4. National policy requires development to create well designed places that adds to the 
quality of an area and is sympathetic to local character whilst not discouraging appropriate 
innovation and change. 

5. It recognises that development needs to optimise the use of a site and raises the 
consideration of the desirability of retaining or changing a prevailing character when 
optimising. 

6. This approach is expanded on in the National Design Guide, where three of the ten 
characteristics of a well designed place relate to the subject of character (context, identity 
and built form). 

7. The Local Plan also identifies that development should achieve high quality design that 
contributed positively to local distinctiveness. 

8. In respect of Local Distinctiveness, the 2011 SPD identifies twenty two generic guidance 
principles which are considered further (or not where not applicable) per character area. 

9. The 2011 SPD identifies ten character areas, the appeal site lies immediately south of Area 1 
(Town Centre) which identifies the successful transition of Bucker Court immediately 
adjacent to the site. 

10. The appeal site is located within the north west tip of (Area 6 - South Lymington) within the 
planned connected streets area. The SPD highlights that the plot width, building line, build 
up and set back are all important to the west of the area, that front gardens should not be 
lost to car parking, all parts have a similar mass, the north west corner has individual 
dwellings where spatial setting is most important and that commonality of materials is 
important. 

Appeal Site and Scheme 

11. The site is currently occupied by four properties - The Rise, High Bank, Silverbirches and 
Hill View. They vary in height from 1.5 to 2.5 storeys, are reasonably consistent in their set 
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back and plot width, but eclectic in their style and appearance. Overall, they have some 
positive contributions to townscape character (frontage vegetation), neutral contributions 
(architecture and appearance) and negative contribution (the front boundary treatment 
Varys in its quality and appearance). They have one single tree to the rear garden identified 
(in the 2011 Local Distinctiveness SPD) as being important and the rear garden is also 
identified as ‘Larger Garden Spaces’ - see Figure 2. 

12. The appeal scheme promotes a single building of three storey, to include a lower ground 
floor to its southern elements with the upper floor becoming an attic space. It has a very 
similar set back from Stanford Hill as the existing properties (and also very similar building 
line). It is only visible to any notable degree to the public from Stanford Hill, and therefore 
its main frontage elevation if of most relevance to my evidence. 

13. From this perspective, four separate building elements are noted, two being more assertive 
(white and cream render with a more formal structure and appearance) and two being 
recessive (buff brickwork with flat roof and a lower height). This is an approach taken 
for the adjacent Bucklers Court scheme, albeit in a slightly more formal, and I believe 
in a slightly less successful way than proposed here. 

Townscape and Visual Impact 

14. In respect of townscape effects, I find that there are no adverse effects resulting from the 
appeal scheme to the three townscape elements that relate most closely to the appeal 
site (these being the linked Town Centre form to the north, Highfield Mansions and the 
transition from South Lymington to the Town Centre). 

15. It is clear to me that the appeal site is not perceived as being part of the South Lymington 
character area, which is far more intimate and suburban in nature. Instead, it is part of a 
short stretch of properties (from Belmore Road to north of Bucklers Court) which acts as a 
transition from South Lymington into the Town Centre. This is evident from this stretch of 
properties (excluding Bucklers Court) being the only properties that have direct access to 
Stanford Hill. 

16. In this respect, the approach of the appeal scheme to in effect move the transition slightly 
from Bucklers Court to the appeal site is in keeping with how this stretch of townscape is 
perceived. Bucklers Court is heralded as a positive feature in this transition by the 2011 
Local Distinctiveness SPD6  and I consider the appeal scheme to be at least as successful in 
taking up the same approach, although in my view with a higher quality architectural form 
and appearance that has notably improved through consultation. The proposed change 
simply ‘fits’ successfully into this townscape context and therefore results in an overall 
neutral townscape effect. 

17. In respect of visual effects, the appeal scheme has a limited visual envelope, with views of 
the scheme not extending beyond 80 metres to the north, 120 metres to the north west and 
140 metres to the south. No substantial effects take place, and no views lead to 
adverse effects, due to the proposed scheme introducing slightly more built form within 
the view, but also a more consistent green frontage treatment and in overall terms neither 
enhancing or detracting from the quality of the existing visual experience. 

                                                   
6 see 2011 SPD paragraph 4.1.18 4th sentence, page 36 
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Policy Compliance 

18. I firstly consider the NPPF and the National Design Guide. As recognised above, central to 
the national townscape policies and guidance is the need to optimise the use of land but 
also to add to the quality of the area and being sympathetic to local character. As set out 
in my assessment of townscape effects, I consider the appeal scheme to in effect replicate 
and move slightly the (recognised) positive transition between South Lymington and the 
Town Centre. This does not result in adverse effects and is inspired by positive and 
successful local examples (Bucklers Court). 

19. Secondly, Local Policy ENV3 is highly aligned with national guidance. It requires the 
efficient use of land, whilst achieving high quality design that contributed positively to 
local distinctiveness. For the reasons expressed above, I consider the appeal scheme to 
meets this requirement. The scheme takes the opportunities to positively contribute by 
continuing the positive transition to the town centre and also providing a consistent hedge 
and tree lines front garden boundary. In GLVIA3 terms this approach leads to a neutral 
townscape conclusion due to it ‘fitting in’ to the townscape context, but this approach is 
aligned with the requirements of ENV3. 

20. Finally, the 2011 Local Distinctiveness SPD provides guidance in respect of ten geographic 
areas of the town. The appeal site isolated on the northern tip of Area 6 (South Lymington) 
and immediately abutting the Town Centre (Area 1). As set out above, I have major 
reservations as to how the appeal site and its immediate neighbours can be defined as 
being within Area 6, as their character and positioning relative to Stanford Hill is so notably 
contrasting with the remainder of Area 6. 

21. Notwithstanding this point, when looking closely at the appeal site and scheme, there is a 
notable consistency of approach in respect of building set back, building line, frontage 
treatment and landscape. The areas of difference that are perceived from the public realm is 
the scale of the proposed buildings, where views from Stanford Hill will see additional 
upper storeys (although this remains a relative minor change in the view). 

22. However, the design approach taken with the appeal scheme is to use the positive 
transition approach of Bucklers Court and to apply that to the building set back and building 
line of the appeal scheme. This results in an arrangement that takes the recognised 
positives of Bucklers Court, but applies it to the site specific. 

23. Thus, the proposed building relates positively to its neighbours in terms of scale, the set 
back to the main road remains very notable (3-4 times the set back of Bucklers Court). The 
architectural approach to include prominent and recessive elements, with varied materials 
and roof lines, also replicates the approach taken at Bucklers Court, but in my view in a 
more sensitive and more architecturally successful way. 

Overall Conclusion 

24. I consider the appeal scheme to be an excellent example of how land can be optimised 
for planning purposes whilst reflecting good local examples of character, fitting in to its 
townscape context and delivering high quality design. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1. Background 

1.1.1. My name is Andrew Williams. I am a qualified Urban Designer, Chartered Landscape 
Architect and a founding Director of Define; a Town Planning, Urban Design and 
Landscape Architecture practice. 

1.1.2. Since gaining my first degree and post graduate diploma in Landscape Architecture from 
the University of Central England in 1996 I have worked as a landscape architect for 
Lovejoy in Birmingham becoming Design Director in 2005. I gained a postgraduate 
diploma (distinction) in Urban Design from Oxford Brookes University in early 2005. I was 

appointed Managing Director of Capita Lovejoy’s Birmingham office in March 2008. In 

March of 2011 I, with my colleague Mark Rose, founded Define, which has since grown to 
22 professional staff (including town planners, architects, urban designers and landscape 
architects). 

1.1.3. All of my professional work as a landscape architect and urban designer has been at the 
interface between development and its context, often in locations that are sensitive due to 
their landscape, townscape and visual qualities. 

1.1.4. Current projects I am involved in include being the lead designer for Garden Cities (such 
as Ebbsfleet Eastern Quarry), Garden Towns (such as Worcestershire Parkway), Garden 
Villages (numerous) and Garden Suburbs (such as Broadnook GS). 

1.1.5. I also specialise in the design and assessment of a wide range of urban regeneration and 
townscape ‘infill’ projects, where a key factor in the project’s success is how the design 
responds positively to its townscape setting. 

1.1.6. I have audited in excess of 200 schemes, either during their determination or following 
refusal, and have given evidence at over 75 planning appeals. 

1.1.7. I am very familiar with the townscape assessment process, and acted on behalf of the 
Landscape Institute in providing ‘masterclasses’ to LI members, alongside the author of 
GLVIA. 

1.1.8. I was appointed by Lifestory in December 2020 to provide expert townscape evidence to 
this appeal. I had previously reviewed the site, its context and the proposed design prior 
to confirming I could act in support of the scheme. I visited the site and surrounding area 
in January 2021 and will also be visiting the site as close as possible to the inquiry to 
ensure I am familiar with how the site appears in the context of trees being in leaf. 
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1.2. Main Issues 

1.2.1. My evidence addresses the second reason for refusal, which claims that the appeal 
scheme’s layout, scale, mass and position does not positively contribute to local 
distinctiveness and sense of place, contrary to policy ENV3 of the New Forest Local Plan. 
2016-2036 Part 1: Planning Strategy (July 2020), the Lymington Local Distinctiveness SPD, 
paragraph 127 and 130 of the NPPF and the National Design Guide. 

1.2.2. My evidence is therefore structured as follows: 
 

Section 2 highlights the policy context in respect of townscape issues. 
 

Section 3 describes the proposed development from a townscape perspective. 
 

Section 4 analyses the townscape and visual effects the appeal schemes gives rise 
to. 

Section 5 analyses the townscape and visual effects identified (Section 4) against the 
policy context identified (Section 2), provides conclusions and acts as a summary 
proof of evidence. 

 
1.2.3. The townscape and visual impact methodology used in Section 4 of my evidence is 

contained at Appendix A, which is bound to the rear of this proof due to its concise form. 

1.2.4. Figures referred to within this proof of evidence are set out in a separate A3 Appendix (B). 
Verified visualisations prepared by Realm are set out in the same A3 document at 
Appendix C. 

1.2.5. Separate evidence is provided by Chris Cox in respect of Planning matters, Jason 
Clemons in respect of Heritage matters, Laurie Marlow in respect of Architectural matters 
and Tim Goodwin in respect of Ecology matters. 

1.2.6. Finally, this proof of evidence provided for this appeal is true and has been prepared and 
is given in accordance with The Landscape Institute Code of Conduct. I confirm that the 
opinions expressed are my true and professional opinions. 
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2. POLICY AND GUIDANCE 

 
2.1. Introduction 

2.1.1. This section of my evidence sets out only the design related policies and guidance that 
relate to the subject of design quality. It succinctly sets out how I consider each respective 
policy or guidance document to relate to the key issue my evidence is concerned with. 

2.2. National Policy and Guidance 

National Planning Policy Framework (February 2019) 
 

2.2.1. Paragraphs 127 and 130 of the NPPF are referred to in the second reason for refusal, and 
this sections relate to how policies and decisions shape well designed places that take 
the opportunity to improve the character and function of the area. 

2.2.2. I would draw specific relevance to my evidence of the need for development to add to the 
overall quality of the area (127 a) whilst being sympathetic to local character whilst not 
discouraging appropriate innovation and change (such as increased densities). 

2.2.3. I also highlight the relationship between 127e and 122d - the latter was an important 
change to the NPPF in July 2018 (continued in the Feb 2019 current revision) and raises 
the responsibility for designers to not only optimise the use of the site but consider how 
such optimisation might maintain or change an areas prevailing character. 

National Design Guide (October 2019, updated January 2021) 
 

2.2.4. The National Design Guidance was recently updated to be fully aligned with the new draft 
Model Design Code. This document sets out the ten characteristics of a well designed 
place, and the first three relate to ‘character’ - these being Context, Identity and Built form. 

2.2.5. The most relevant principles of these three sections are 
 

C1 - Understand and relate well to the site its local character and wider context, enhancing 
positive qualities and improve negative ones. 

C2 - Value local heritage, local history and culture, well designed places and buildings are 
influenced positively but the local vernacular. 

I1 - Respond to existing local character and identity, most places have some positive 
elements of character that can help inform the character of new development. 

I2 - Well-designed, high quality and attractive places and buildings, this may include 
adopting typical building forms, architectural precedents, local features and a positive and 
coherent identity. 
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I3 - Create character and identity, character started to be determined by the siting of 
development, its layout and grain, and form, scale, proportions, design, materials..etc to 
create a coherent identity. 

B2 - Appropriate building types and forms that relate well to the site, context, identity and 
character. 

2.3. New Forest Local Plan. 2016-2036 Part 1: Planning Strategy (July 2020) 

ENV3: Design quality and local distinctiveness 
 

2.3.1. This policy states development should achieve high quality design that contributes 
positively to local distinctiveness by placing buildings that are well connected, logically 
laid out, safe, legible, convenient and make effective use of land. It should also respect 
and enhance local distinctiveness and create buildings which are sympathetic to their 
context in terms of layout, landscape, scale, height, appearance and density.  

2.3.2. I take this policy’s reference to ‘contribute positively’ in the same way as the NPPF 
addresses this subject at its paragraph 127a i.e opportunities to contribute or add to the 
overall quality of an area should be taken. This requirement should not be confused with 
the townscape and visual impact methodology I apply at Section 4 of my evidence (see 
my Appendix A for the detailed methodology - paragraph 18 / matrix 6 where I consider 
beneficial, neutral and adverse effects). 

2.4. Local Distinctiveness SPD (February 2011) 

2.4.1. This SPD sets out to identify and help to protect the local character and distinctiveness of 
Lymington and Pennington. It guides how new development (including alterations or 
extensions to existing buildings) is undertaken in the future to ensure that it takes place in 
a way that protects local character and maintains the positive features that contribute to 
the particular area’s local distinctiveness. 

2.4.2. It provides general guidance across the whole settlement for twenty-two aspects of 
character (which it then considers relative to each character area), the following of which I 
consider to be of most relevance to the appeal scheme (plot width, building line, build up, 
set-back, front boundary, building format, access points, gardens, massing, key 
dimensions, rhythms, materials). 

2.4.3. It also includes specific guidance relative to ten character areas, with the appeal site being 
immediately adjacent to the south west tip of Area 1 (Town Centre) and within the far north 
western tip of Area 6 (South Lymington). In respect of Area 1 the most notable reference to 
the immediate context of the appeal site is at (its) 4.1.18, which states: 

The approach up Stanford Hill offers a powerful identity in the large mansions of 
Highfield. These face across an open green, southwards down the hill facing Rowans 
Park and are aligned along the direct footpath link to Pennington. They are of a 
greater scale, proportionate to the space they are set behind, and form a contrast with 
the closer-knit terraces of Stanford Road and Queen Street on the nearby triangular 
‘island’. Bucklers Court (and Mews) off Anchorage Way is a successful transition from 
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the larger Highfield buildings to the smaller traditional dwellings 

2.4.4. In respect of Area 6, the SPD differentiates between ‘Planned Cul-de-sacs’ and ‘Planned 
Connected Streets’ and the appeal site falls within the latter category. The main spatial 
features of note include the views towards the mansion buildings at Highfields and the 
presence of larger garden spaces to the rear of the appeal site plots (see page 99 of the 
SPD). More detail is provided at page 91 which describes the area of larger houses in 
good sized plots. 

2.4.5. I address both the general and specific aspects of character in the vicinity of the appeal 
site at section 4 of my evidence. 

2.5. Conclusion 

2.5.1. National policy requires development to create well designed places that adds to the 
quality of an area and is sympathetic to local character whilst not discouraging appropriate 
innovation and change. 

2.5.2. It recognises that development needs to optimise the use of a site and raises the 
consideration of the desirability of retaining or changing a prevailing character when 
optimising. 

2.5.3. This approach is expanded on in the National Design Guide, where three of the ten 
characteristics of a well designed place relate to the subject of character (context, identity 
and built form). 

2.5.4. The Local Plan identifies that development should achieve high quality design that 
contributed positively to local distinctiveness. 

2.5.5. In respect of Local Distinctiveness, the 2011 SPD identifies twenty two generic guidance 
principles which are considered further (or not where not applicable) per character area. 

2.5.6. The 2011 SPD identifies ten character areas, the appeal site lies immediately south of Area 
1 (Town Centre) which identifies the successful transition of Bucker Court immediately 
adjacent to the site. 

2.5.7. The appeal site is located within the north west tip of Area 6 - (South Lymington) within the 
planned connected streets area. The SPD highlights that the plot width, building line, build 
up and set back are all important to the west of the area, that front gardens should not be 
lost to car parking, all parts have a similar mass, the north west corner has individual 
dwellings where spatial setting is most important and that commonality of materials is also 
important. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE AND PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

 
3.1. Introduction 

3.1.1. This description of the site and the development is deliberately kept brief, to avoid overlap 
with material provided elsewhere. It focusses exclusively on the aspects of the scheme 
that have a most direct relationship with the townscape character of the area, for the 
avoidance of doubt, this is: 

1. Layout - plot width, building line, build up, set back, front boundary and building format. 
 

2. Landscape - levels, front garden, rear garden. 
 

3. Scale - massing, key dimensions and spatial setting. 
 

4. Appearance - rhythms, features, and materials. 
 

3.2. Existing Site 

Layout 

3.2.1. The site (~0.5hectares in size) is made up of four properties (The Rise, High Bank, 
Silverbirches and Hill View) which sit between Bucklers Court to the north and Concord to 
the south. Bucklers Court is a predominantly 3 storey linked building of notable scale 
(contrasting generally with its neighbouring properties in all directions), is of a red brick 
base with cream render and has faux neoclassical features. Concord is by contrast a 1.5 to 
2 storey building of modernist character with an asymmetrical pitched roof in cream 
render with a timber clad entrance. The appeal scheme will need to respond positively to 
these contrasting neighbouring characters. 

3.2.2. The site properties are all of a similar plot width (~20, 14, 18 and 15 metres respectively) 
and set back (~20, 19, 25 and 20 metres respectively). The building frontages are all 
orthogonally aligned, but Stanford Hill does not sit parallel to this alignment (it is at an 
angle of ~13 degrees) which means the building line naturally staggers. The building line is 
reasonably consistent, with the biggest step being between Hill View (20m) and 
SIlverbirches (25m). Refer to Figure 2 (Appendix B) for measurements. The front 
boundary are all mature hedgerows of around 2-4 metres, often set above a low 
retaining wall, with separate driveways to each plot. 

Landscape 
3.2.3. The frontage of the site drops by around 3 metres from the northern extent of The Rise’s 

pavement level to the southern extent of Hill View’s pavement level. This distance is 
around 70 metres, and therefore has a gradient of just over 1 in 20, and is therefore a 
notable level change, but would not be so steep it would be regarded as a ramp by 
Buildings Regulations. All plots are typically around a metre higher at the most eastern 
extent of their rear garden when compared to pavement level, but over a distance of 
around 60 metres, this level change is negligible. 
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3.2.4. Front gardens are predominantly hard standing driveways leading to garages with smaller 
areas of soft landscape and a varied hedgerow frontage, often raises above retaining 
walls. 

3.2.5. Rear gardens, despite what the 2011 SPD claims for this location, has relatively few 
notable trees - the majority being small scale ornamental or garden species with very little 
perception of rear garden trees beyond the houses (although some more notable 
specimens exist in the adjacent gardens). The only notable rear garden tree is a mature 
Oak (T18) which is the only B classification tree identified, and is retained. 

Scale 
3.2.6. The four properties within the site have an eclectic scale, with two no. 1.5 storey buildings 

(The Rise and High Bank), one 2.5 storey building (Silver Birches), although this is 
essentially a 2 storey building with roof space converted with a dormer window, and a 2 
storey building (Hill View). Bucklers Court, to the north, is predominantly 3 storey in height, 
stepping down adjacent to the appeal site to 2 storey. Concord is 2 storey in height, with 
the upper storey being part in roof. 

3.2.7. In terms of footprint, all buildings are similar, with The Rise and High Bank being larger (at 

~16m x 10m and 17m x 11m excluding rear extensions) with Silver Birches and Hill View 
being a smaller footplate (~11m x 8m excluding garages). Refer to Figure 2 (Appendix B) for 
measurements. The existing building are therefore reasonably summarised as being large 
residential footprints on reasonably large sized plots, although from the public realm 
(Stanford Hill) all that can be readily perceived is the front garden hedges, the driveways 
and oblique glimpses of the different building styles. 

Appearance 
3.2.8. The appearance of these four buildings are all very different. The Rise is a dark red and 

mixed brick with prominent white window frames and bargeboards with clay tile roof. High 
Bank is a very simple brighter red brick treatment with redder clay tile in a basic 
rectangular form, with a gable facing the street. Silverbriches is more ornate, with brown 
brick to below first floor window, red brick headers and cream render above with clay roof 
tiles and a small dormer facing northwards. Hill View has a red - orange brick mix with 
dark window frames and darker clay tile roof. 

3.2.9. Overall there is no recognisable positive rhythm or features found in these four buildings, 
and nothing by the way of built form that would be held up as a good example or 
contextual feature that should shape or influence their regeneration. 

3.2.10. In summary, these four buildings are ordinary and inoffensive and contribute little by way 
of character to the local area, aside from their set back and green frontage, which is the 
most positive, if slightly uncared for or inconsistent feature. Their eclectic form and 
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appearance is a neutral townscape element, and the varied retaining walls to the site 
frontage is on balance a negative feature, albeit a relative minor one. 

3.3. Proposed Development 

Layout 

3.3.1. The appeal scheme proposed 44 apartments set within a ’T’ shaped build form with a 
main frontage addressing Stanford Hill with a rear extension. Its full building width is 
around 57 meters, however it is ‘made up’ of four complementary buildings of (from north 
to south) approximately 18.6 / 12.3 / 18.5 / 7.9 metres width. This doesn’t replicate the plot 
width of the existing four buildings precisely. Instead it gives slightly greater width to the 
larger, white/cream rendered elements broadly located in the position of The Rise and 
SIlverbirches (18.5 and 18.6 metres), with the slightly narrower built elements which are 
also recessive in mass and appearance (being buff brickwork). The composition gives a 
pleasing balance between prominent and recessive building elements, such that the four 
built elements are discernible. 

3.3.2. In respect of the building line, it is very similar to the existing building line, with a set back 
of around 20/21 metres to its northern built element, gradually increasing to 21, 22 and 
eventually 28 metres to its southern extent through a gradual stepped line. This acts to 
even out slightly the set back when compared with the existing buildings, particularly the 
larger step between Silverbirches and Hill View. It also almost exactly matches The Rise’s 
and High Bank’s set back distance, extending slightly closer to the road that Silverbirches 
(by 2-3 metres) and stepping further back than Hill View (by 5-7 metres). This results in a 
balanced and generous set back very similar to the existing. Refer to Figure 2 (Appendix 
B) for measurements. 

3.3.3. As far as build up is concerned, there are clearly no longer gaps between the buildings, 
although the recessive built elements identified above do, to some degree, give this 
perception. There is, however notably more breathing space between the proposed 
building and its immediate neighbours. For example, at the site frontage, the gap to 
Bucklers Court has increased from ~6 metres to around 13 metres and to the south the ~2 
metre separation to Concord becomes around 6 metres. I must note, however, that I do 
not consider the ‘build up’ to be a particularly useful measurement in this case, as the 
gaps between the existing buildings are not particularly noticeable due to the strong (and 
evergreen) front garden hedge with views of the gaps between buildings are only oblique 
glimpses through the driveways to each property. When taking each building in turn, the 
driveway to the Rise is directed towards its northern facade, High Bank and SIlverbirches 
to the central building entrance and Hill View towards the (narrowed) boundary between 
its garage and Concord (of around 2 metres). In my view the ‘build up’ comparison 
between the existing and proposed buildings is more theoretical than actual and a better 
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measure in this regard is to understand how the proposed mass is perceived in views 
(which I address at section 4). 

3.3.4. The proposed front boundary to the scheme is a Photinia hedge with regular spaces 
hornbeam trees and soft landscape, with surface car parking beyond. The layout provides 
two driveway access ‘breaks’ as opposed to the existing four breaks, and thus the amount 
of vegetation has increased. I consider this front boundary treatment to be similar in 
approach (mature single species hedgerow with feature trees) but a notable improvement 
in its consistency and appearance. 

Landscape 
3.3.5. The site levels are unchanged, the northern driveway is at around 17.4m AOD, dropping to 

16.6m at the site entrance (which steps up to the ground floor at 17.5m) continuing to drop 
to the southern entrance at a gradient of ~1 in 20 to 14.7m AOD. The proposed building 
has a lower ground floor that commences at the point of the southern more prominent 
cream building, this forms in effect a stepped ground floor to address the slope. 

3.3.6. I describe above the front garden arrangement with hedgerow and trees with car parking 
and shrub planting beyond. The ratio of hard to soft when compared to the existing 
situation has increased slightly, but not notably, and the reduced glimpses in from the 
street via entrance driveways creates the perception of a more green frontage. The only 
point of detail I note is that the proposed hedgerow should be an ‘instant’ specification to 
ensure that the front hedgerow is at ~1.5 metres height at the time of planting. 

3.3.7. The rear garden has reduced in size by around 60% (approximately 2700m2 to 1600m2) 
due to the building’s rear wing and a small car park to its northern edge. It retains the 
existing notable tree species (T18 - Oak) and also T26 - Cedar, and promotes a high quality 
garden space with terraces, paths, amenity grassland and shrub planting. 

3.3.8. In respect of townscape considerations, the proposed scheme changes the landscape 
slightly, however the perception of this landscape from the townscape is of the front 
garden and its boundary, and I find this to be very similar to the existing arrangement, but 
an improvement on this due to its consistency of a high quality treatment. 

Scale 
3.3.9. The proposed buildings are three storey with its southern element also having a lower 

ground floor and a two and a half storey rear wing. 

3.3.10. Its footprint is around 57 meters wide, with a depth of around 17 metres and its rear wing 
being around 26 metres deep (measured at its northern elevation) and 20 metres wide. 
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3.3.11. Application drawing ref 1913 40 provides a very helpful street scene section to illustrate 
the relationship of the proposed scheme with its neighbours, both as a street scene and 
as a section (also see Inset 1 on page 16). This information highlights to me that the 
proposed building sits within a three-dimensional envelope that relates well to the 
neighbouring building heights, whilst clearly exceeding the existing building heights on 
site. 

 
3.3.12. Whilst this information is very helpful to understand inter-relationships, the true test of the 

acceptability of the change in massing is through the proposed changes to views. The two 
dimensional measurement of a footprint or an elevation only translates to mass when it is 
experienced in three dimensions - specifically in views from the public realm where the 
proposed change can be experienced. I address this point in detail at section 4 of my 
evidence, but it is a critically important factor for ‘before and after’ comparisons of mass 
and scale. 

Appearance 
 

3.3.13. Firstly, it should be noted that the appeal scheme in its current form has been notably 
shaped by consultation at pre-application stage, as set out at section 2.6 of the Design 
and Access Statement. The initial design for the scheme was more formal, taller and had 
less variation across its frontage. I strongly support these design changes, which leads to 
an appearance from the site’s main frontage (where it is appreciated from the public 
realm) that has four elements, as follows: 

3.3.14. Element 1 is the most northern block adjacent to Bucklers Court, and has a strong white 
render facade with a ground floor verandah and a hierarchy of windows to include wide 
full height doors leading to balconies and narrower windows with an incremental 
decrease in size as it steps up the building. It has a pitched slate roof and prominent white 
gable facing Stanford Hill. 

3.3.15. Element 2 is a buff / light brown brick section that includes the main building entrance, 
and the southern most section to this. It has a flat roof with detailed parapet brickwork, 
similar full height openings to balconies at all levels, and slightly smaller windows which 
act to further this element’s subservience to its neighbouring elements. 

3.3.16. Element 3 is a more prominent cream rendered building with slate pitched roof, with a 
formal arrangement of windows, but including dormer windows or arched form, at roof 
level, and steps down to provide a lower ground floor. 

3.3.17. Element 4 is a much smaller, subservient buff / light brown brick 2 storey element that 
enables a transition down to the scale of the neighbouring property (Concord). It reads as 
being in the same palette as Element 2, with a flat roof and detailed brickwork at its 
parapet edge. The forms and materials of these elements are demonstrably shaped in 
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response to Bucklers Court which has very similar forms and materials, although in a 
slightly more formal and less varied way (due to its arrangement of large white rendered 
buildings with a prominent central pediment, linked by recessive red brick corners to a 
larger cream render ground floor, buff brick upper floor building). 

Density 
3.3.18. I do not consider density in my analysis of the proposed scheme, as my evidence (and the 

reason for refusal I consider) relates to character, and this in turn does not relate to 
density (instead it is in response to the proposed three-dimensional form of the proposed 
change). Density is identified as being measured in three ways by the National Planning 
Practice Guidance1 and that in this case a Plot Ratio method would be most applicable. 
Having carried out a Plot Ratio measurement, the proposed scheme ratio is around 
double the existing site, but is around 30% less than Bucklers Court. As stated above, I do 
not consider these measurements to be particularly relevant to how the scheme relates to 
local townscape (and do not rely on them), as the majority of the increase in density is not 
visible from the public realm and does not translate into visible built form. 

3.4. Conclusion 
3.4.1. The site is currently occupied by four properties - The Rise, High Bank, Silverbirches and 

Hill View. They vary in height from 1.5 to 2.5 storeys, are reasonably consistent in their set 
back and plot width, but eclectic in their style and appearance. Overall, they have some 
positive contributions to townscape character (frontage vegetation), neutral contributions 
(architecture and appearance) and negative contribution (the front boundary treatment 
varies in its quality and appearance). They have one single tree to the rear garden 
identified (in the 2011 Local Distinctiveness SPD) as being important and the rear garden is 
also identified as ‘Larger Garden Spaces’ - see Figure 2. 

3.4.2. The appeal scheme promotes a single building of three storey, to include a lower ground 
floor to its southern elements with the upper floor becoming an attic space. It has a very 
similar set back from Stanford Hill as the existing properties (and also very similar building 
line). It is only visible to any notable degree to the public from Stanford Hill, and therefore 
its main frontage elevation if of most relevance to my evidence. 

3.4.3. From this perspective, four separate building elements are noted, two being more 
assertive (white and cream render with a more formal structure and appearance) and two 
being recessive (buff brickwork with flat roof and a lower height). This is an approach 
taken for the adjacent Bucklers Court scheme, albeit in a slightly more formal, and I 
believe in a less successful way than proposed here. 

                                                   

1 NPPG Paragraph: 001 Reference ID: 66-001-20190722 Revision date: 22 07 2019 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/effective-use-of-land 
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4. TOWNSCAPE AND VISUAL EFFECTS 

 
4.1. Introduction 

4.1.1. This section of my evidence is where I assess how the change proposed (as described in 
the previous section) affects the townscape character in which it is perceived. The 
methodology used in carrying out this exercise is in accordance with the Guidelines for 
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (3rd Edition 2013 – LI and IEMA) and is set out at 
Appendix A.  

4.1.2. This section of my evidence does not form in itself a Townscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment, instead it uses a TVIA methodology to focus on the key Townscape and 
Visual considerations of how the appeal scheme responds to its townscape and visual 
context. 

4.1.3. An important first step in being able in answer this question is to establish a study area 
which contains the townscape and also views that might be affected by the proposed 
change. In a townscape context, this should not just be where the proposed change is 
seen, as kinetic movements influence the perception of character. 

4.1.4. Indeed, it is necessary to take a wider perspective of character to ensure the assessment 
is not focused on the change at a site level. Similarly, it’s important to not cast this study 
area too wide, as this might act to reduce the magnitude of the change taking place. A 
balanced choice is required and empirical experience of making this choice is helpful to 
ensure an appropriate choice is made. 

4.1.5. Figure 1 therefore, sets out a study area of 250 metres radius of the appeal scheme as the 
study area for the assessment. This area enables an understanding of the townscape 
character in which the appeal scheme will be perceived. 

4.1.6. I separately assess the effects on townscape and visual effects, but recognise the inter- 
relationship between them and that this relationship is often mis-understood2. 

4.1.7. Assessing townscape effects relates to townscape as a receptor in its own right, including 
its key characteristics which can include how these characteristics are perceived or 
experienced. Understanding how the proposals appear in views is therefore influential as 
to how perception of townscape character might change. So for this exercise, views (and 
visualisations) are helpful to understand changes in key townscape characteristics. 

4.1.8. Assessing visual effects considers how people will observe the change - this is not 
restricted to how key townscape elements are seen, simply the composition of the view 
and the general visual amenity experienced by people. 

 

                                                   
2 see the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 3rd Edition (LI and IEMA 2013) para 2.21/2.22 
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4.2. Townscape Character/Receptor 

4.2.1. The townscape receptor that will be assessed in terms of the change proposed is the 
townscape enclosed within the study area. This includes areas 1, 6, 7 and 8 as set out in 
the 2011 Local Distinctiveness SPD (see Figure 2). I consider it would be inappropriate in 
this case to regard these areas as separate receptors for the following reasons: 

a. The appeal scheme abuts some of the boundaries of these areas and would lead to 
a distorted conclusion, and; 

b. Stanford Hill is such an important kinetic route into the town that assessing these 
two townscape areas separately would also distort the assessment. 

4.2.3. The townscape receptor that will be assessed in terms of the change proposed is 
therefore the townscape enclosed within the study area. 

4.2.4. Within this study area, I identify below (and describe thereafter) the key townscape events 
or areas I consider to relate most to the appeal site, and therefore how the proposed 
change would affect the perception of these characteristics lie at the centre of my 
assessment: 

1. The more urban linked built form to the north. 
 

2. Appreciation of the mansions at Highfield to the north west and appreciation of 
their open spaces; 

3. The transition from the lower density South Lymington to the higher density 
town centre ‘gateway’ and in particular appreciation of this transition when 
moving along Stanford Hill. 

Linked Form to the North 
 

4.2.5. To the north and north east of the appeal scheme lies the tightly defined streets of St 
Thomas Street, Southampton Road, Priestlands Place and the northern extent of Stanford 
Road. These streets are all of high quality and value and make a notable positive 
contribution to the townscape within the study area (and also form part of a Conservation 
Area, addressed separately by others). This value is perhaps best captured by the final 
sentence of paragraph 4.1.18 of the 2011 Local Distinctiveness SPD, which when describing 
the route into town from the corner of Stanford Road and Priestland Place states: 

“From this point, moving into town, one passes varied, interesting older buildings, 
some set back from the street with front gardens behind railings or walls. There is a 
vibrancy and colour engendered through centuries of change and building use 
together with current activity and personalisation.” 

4.2.6. This area is not, however, without its detractions, and the Waitrose store and associated 
blank frontages and raised pedestrian walkways are negative contributors to the 
townscape in this area - this point is also recognised at paragraph 4.1.20 of the SPD. 
Moreover, whilst Bucklers Court receives praise in the Local Distinctiveness SPD for being 
a successful transition from this area (see 2.4.3 above), I do not consider it a particularly 
positive contributor to the townscape character of this area. 
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4.2.7. This townscape element is relatively close to the appeal site, and yet due to the lack of 
inter-visibility the appeal site makes no notable contribution to it, and therefore I consider 
the value of this townscape element to be high, but its susceptibility to the appeal scheme 
to be low, leading a medium overall sensitivity. 

Highfield Mansions 
 

4.2.8. These mansions are identified as being both Listed Buildings and also ‘Important 
Buildings’ in the context of the 2011 SPD - the heritage considerations of this are 
addressed by others. Notwithstanding this, the townscape qualities of these buildings, the 
space they frame and the views to them, are all important townscape considerations. My 
analysis of this townscape element, is that the arrangement of the four buildings 
overlooking Highfield is of high quality, both in their individual architectural merit, and 
indeed as a group overlooking Highfield and its open space. Put simply these form an 
interesting composition of high value that are worth looking at, and the open green 
spaces to their south provide this opportunity. I do not consider the views towards them 
from Stanford Hill (as identified by the 2011 SPD) to be particularly special, but that is due 
to the relative negative environment of the busy road itself, along with its highway 
paraphernalia - street signs and lights, as well as much of the view being filtered or 
blocked by trees within the green space. 

4.2.9. The value of this townscape element is high, however its susceptibility to the change 
being proposed is low, also due to the appeal site at present contributing little to nothing 
towards what makes this element valued. As a result its overall sensitivity to the proposed 
change is medium. 

South Lymington to Town Centre Transition 
 

4.2.10. This townscape element is a critical point in my assessment. An important factor is that I 
perceive the appeal site to primarily contribute towards the transition between the more 
sub-urban character of South Lymington and the more urban character to the Town 
Centre. 

4.2.11. I do not find the appeal site to be accurately defined by identifying it with South Lymington 
as set out in the 2011 SPD. This is because whilst the four buildings are relatively sub- 
urban in nature, they are viewed in a very different context to the great majority of either 
the planned connected streets or cul-de-sacs within this area. This wider area is typified 
by their relatively quiet and narrow streets, either winding or straight, with hedge, fence or 
low all boundaries with properties typically quite visible from the street with a set back of 
typically around 8-12 metres. I find the appeal site itself uncomfortably positioned within 
this description. 

4.2.12. As set out in the 2011 SPD, the Stanford Hill properties (which I identify as the appeal site, 
Concord and the large building on the corner of Stanford Hill and Belmore Road) are 
notably bigger than the neighbouring dwellings, more eclectic in style and also have a 
more notable set back3. These different characteristics needs to be perceived alongside 

                                                   
3 see 2011 SPD para 4.6.2 on page 91 
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the presence of Stanford Hill, and the trees lining its eastern edge. I find these latter 
features as one of the most primary townscape influences towards the appeal site, which 
is reinforced by these properties being the first properties directly accessed from Stanford 
Hill / A337 on the approach to Lymington after the roundabout east of the White Hart 
public house (over 500metres away to the south). As a result, their distinction from the 
quieter suburban streets is inescapable and informs my assessment as to the townscape 
element in which the appeal scheme is located - which I identify as being the transition 
towards the Town Centre from South Lymington. 

4.2.13. With this in mind, the transition extends in my view from Belmore Road junction, to the one 
way circulation of Stanmore Road and Priestland Place. This includes the appeal site 
properties, those to their immediate south (Concord and 36 Belmore Road) and Bucklers 
Court. A number of notable features can be identified within this townscape element: 

1. The wide corridor of Stanmore Hill, lined to its west with a mature woodland belt; 
 

2. A mature oak tree north of the Belmore Road junction that, in combination with the 
existing hedgerows to the east of Stanmore Hill creates a strong green edge, and; 

3. Medium visibility of built form until close to Bucklers Court, which forms a notable 
marker as a step towards the Town Centre. 

4.2.4. I consider the value of this townscape element to be medium and its susceptibility to the 
type of change proposed to be high. As a result its overall sensitivity to the type of change 
proposed is medium-high. 

4.3. Townscape Effects 

4.3.1. Having identified the townscape elements which the appeal scheme might affect, and 
their sensitivity to the type of change proposed, I now assess the magnitude and nature of 
the townscape effect: 

Linked Form to the North 
 

4.3.2. The appeal scheme makes no change to this townscape element, either in its physical 
form or its perception. The extent to which the scheme will be experienced does not 
extend this far, and as a result the magnitude is negligible and the overall effect is found 
to be not important. 

Highfield Mansions 
 

4.3.3. The appeal scheme has some very slight visibility in the experience of this townscape 
element, but overall it has a negligible contribution and as a result the magnitude is 
negligible and the overall effect is found to be not important. 

South Lymington to Town Centre Transition 
 

4.3.4. The appeal scheme plays a notable role in this townscape element. It will change the 
Stanmore Hill site frontage, reducing the vehicular accesses from four to two, re- 
establishing a hedgerow and tree frontage and promoting a higher mass of development 
that relates at its northern extent to Bucklers Court, and to its southern extent to 
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Conchord. Inset 1 below in an extract of street scene drawing 1913 40 and illustrates this 
relationship. 

Inset 1 - - Street scene drawing 1913 40 extract 
 

 
4.3.5. This extract is very helpful in illustrating the arrangement and logic behind the Stanford 

Hill frontage, but it does not illustrate the way in which the appeal scheme will be 
perceived as part of this transition. This is best communicated by the verified visualisation 
reference as seen at my Appendix C in full (page 16) - a small scale extract of this is 
contained at Inset 2 over the page. 

4.3.6. This visualisation shows that the visibility of the proposed mass in an oblique view, which 
is principally how it will be perceived as part of this townscape element, is limited. There is 
certainly a higher building roofline, but when reading the townscape element as a whole, 
this increase in mass is not particularly notable. The main townscape elements remain the 
mature oak, the green edge and the Stanford Hill wide tree enclosed corridor. I consider it 
to have all the virtues of Bucklers Court in providing a transition4, however this is moved 
slightly further along Stanford Hill, and in my view with a higher quality architectural 
solution. 

 

 
                                                   
4 see 2011 SPD paragraph 4.1.18 4th sentence, page 36 
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Inset 2 - - Extract of Verified Viewpoint a (see Appendix C for full scale image) 
 
 
View A proposed 
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4.3.7. I therefore consider the magnitude of effect on this element to be medium, with the 

overall effect being substantial. I consider the nature of effect to be neutral – the change 
has a greater consistency of hedgerow and tree treatment to the front boundary, which is 
a positive contribution, but overall it neither introduces a townscape changes that 
enhances or harms this townscape area – it simply ‘fits’ effectively into its townscape 
context and provides the positive transition to the town centre currently provided by 
Bucklers Court. 

4.3.8. Overall, the appeal scheme will deliver a positive transition from South Lymington to the 
Town Centre without causing adverse effects to the appreciation of either of these 
characteristics, it will simply extend the positive transition of Bucklers Court further south. 
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4.4. Visibility 

4.4.1. The first stage in understanding the visibility of a proposed change is to establish the 
visual envelope. This is set out at my Figure 3 (Appendix B), which is directly informed by 
semi-verified massing model view analysis (Figure 4). Please note these semi-verified 
model views are not visualisations - they do not communicate the proposed built form or 
site frontage changes, they only act to establish visibility. Fully verified visualisations are 
included at Appendix C, and their locations are also shown on Figure 3. 

4.4.2. A relevant point in assessing views is how far the proposed change can be experienced 
and Figure 3 highlights that an area of around 0.7 of a hectare contains a view of the 
proposed change (the great majority of this area being road surfacing), whilst a further 0.6 
of a hectare has a heavily filtered view, which is not likely to existing during ‘in leaf’ 
conditions. 

4.4.3. The site visibility is therefore less than 100 metres from the site boundary to the north, 
around 120 metres to the north west and around 140 metres to the south. 

4.5. Visual Effects 

4.5.1. The main visual receptors are set out below and assessed thereafter: 
 

1. Vehicles, Cyclists and Pedestrians approaching Lymington along Stanford Hill 
(represented by verified viewpoint a); 

2. Pedestrians waling southwards from Stanford Road / Waitrose (represented by 
verified viewpoint b); 

3. Vehicles, Cyclists and Pedestrians moving eastwards along Highfield (represented 
by verified viewpoint c), and; 

4. Users of the private open space within Rowans Park (represented by verified 
viewpoint d). 

Visual Receptor 1 - Stanmore Hill (Viewpoint a) 
 

4.5.5. Views along Stanmore Hill are pleasant, with views of the green corridor and road, and 
garden boundaries to the east with built form beyond. I consider their value to be medium, 
and similarly their susceptibility to the proposed change to be medium (due to users being 

a mix of pedestrians and motorists), leading to a medium sensitivity to the proposed 
change. 

4.5.6. The size of scale of the proposed change to the view is medium - much of the view 
remains, only the eastern edge largely beyond new boundary treatment introduces the 
change. The contrast will be low and the extent of the visibility is also low, as previously 

explained. Overall the magnitude of effect is considered to be medium, leading to a 

moderate visual effect (I consider the effect to be neutral in nature due to the 
replacement of front boundary treatment and buildings with a similar use, albeit with 
slightly greater consistency of boundary treatment and slightly higher visibility of built form 
to be neither enhance or detract from the quality of the view). 
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Visual Receptor 2 - Stanmore Road (Viewpoint b) 
 

4.5.7. Views along Stanmore Road towards the appeal site are dominated by Stanford Hill road 
and Bucklers Court. The green boundary treatment is a positive visual feature and the 
Bucklers Court buildings are very prominent in the view, being close to the pavement 
edge. The value of the view is low to medium, and the susceptibility is medium 
(pedestrians largely crossing the road or waiting at the bus-stop). The overall sensitivity is 

medium. 

4.5.8. The size of scale of the proposed change to the view is medium - it remains dominated by 
Buckler Court and Stanford Hill. The contrast will be low and the extent of the visibility is 
also low, as previously explained. Overall the magnitude of effect is considered to be 

medium, leading to a moderate visual effect (I consider the effect to be neutral in nature 
for the reasons previously described. 

Visual Receptor 3 - Highfield (Viewpoint c) 
 

4.5.9. Views along Highfield towards the appeal site are dominated by the trees on the eastern 
edge of Stanford Hill and trees within the ‘important open green space’. The appeal site 
forms a very minor part of the visual experience, and would be almost removed entirely 
when trees are in leaf. The value of the view is medium to high, due to the views of the 
open space, and the susceptibility is medium (pedestrians or vehicle users)). The overall 

sensitivity is medium-high. 

4.5.10. The size of scale of the proposed change to the view is low to medium (subject to leaf 
conditions). The new buildings are visible in the view and the contrast is noticeable but 
not dominant with the proposed building continuing the visible character of Bucklers 

Court. Overall the magnitude of effect is considered to be medium, leading to a 

moderate visual effect (slightly less in summer conditions, slightly more in winter). I 

consider the effect to be neutral in nature for the reasons previously described. 

Visual Receptor 4 - Rowans Park (Viewpoint d) 
4.5.11. This open space is private to residents of Rowans Park, and is significantly influenced by 

seasonal effect due to the mature woodland belt that separates it from the appeal 
scheme. The appeal site is visible during winter conditions, although a very minor element 
of the view sitting below the existing tree canopy. I consider the view to be of medium 
value - it is a pleasant view of trees adjacent to a main road but without a great deal of 
interest. I consider the view to have a medium susceptibility to the proposed change - 
residents will use the open space but it is not a location where views are expected and 

the viewer is in no doubt as to being next to a main road. Overall, the view has a medium 
sensitivity. 

4.5.12. The view is likely to be a medium magnitude of effect in winter conditions, and low in 
summer. The size and scale of the view depends on leaf cover, but would remain a 
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relatively small component and the contrast would not be particularly notable. The overall 

magnitude of effect is low-medium leading to an effect of slight to moderate and 
neutral in nature (for the reasons previously described). 

4.6. Conclusions 

4.6.1. In respect of townscape effects, I find that there are no adverse effects resulting from the 
appeal scheme to the three townscape elements that relate most closely to the appeal 
site (these being the linked Town Centre form to the north, Highfield Mansions and the 
transition from South Lymington to the Town Centre). 

4.6.2. It is clear to me that the appeal site is not perceived as being part of the South Lymington 
character area, which is far more intimate and suburban in nature. Instead, it is part of a 
short stretch of properties (from Belmore Road to north of Bucklers Court) which acts as a 
transition from South Lymington into the Town Centre. This is evident from this stretch of 
properties (excluding Bucklers Court) being the only properties that have direct access to 
Stanford Hill. 

4.6.3. In this respect, the approach of the appeal scheme to in effect move the transition slightly 
from Bucklers Court to the appeal site is in keeping with how this stretch of townscape is 
perceived. Bucklers Court is heralded as a positive feature in this transition by the 2011 
Local Distinctiveness SPD5  and I consider the appeal scheme to be at least as successful 
in taking up the same approach, although in my view with a higher quality architectural 
form and appearance that has notably improved through consultation. The proposed 
change simply ‘fits’ successfully into this townscape context and therefore results in an 
overall neutral townscape effect. 

4.6.4. In respect of visual effects, the appeal scheme has a limited visual envelope, with views of 
the scheme not extending beyond 80 metres to the north, 120 metres to the north west 
and 140 metres to the south. No substantial effects take place, and no views lead to 
adverse effects, due to the proposed scheme introducing slightly more built form within 
the view, but also a more consistent green frontage treatment and in overall terms neither 
enhancing or detracting from the quality of the existing visual experience. 

 

                                                   
5 see 2011 SPD paragraph 4.1.18 4th sentence, page 36 
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5. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 

 
5.1. Policy and Guidance 

5.1.1. National policy requires development to create well designed places that adds to the 
quality of an area and is sympathetic to local character whilst not discouraging appropriate 
innovation and change. 

5.1.2. It recognises that development needs to optimise the use of a site and raises the 
consideration of the desirability of retaining or changing a prevailing character when 
optimising. 

5.1.3. This approach is expanded on in the National Design Guide, where three of the ten 
characteristics of a well designed place relate to the subject of character (context, identity 
and built form). 

5.1.4. The Local Plan also identifies that development should achieve high quality design that 
contributed positively to local distinctiveness. 

5.1.5. In respect of Local Distinctiveness, the 2011 SPD identifies twenty two generic guidance 
principles which are considered further (or not where not applicable) per character area. 

5.1.6. The 2011 SPD identifies ten character areas, the appeal site lies immediately south of Area 
1 (Town Centre) which identifies the successful transition of Bucker Court immediately 
adjacent to the site. 

5.1.7. The appeal site is located within the north west tip of (Area 6 - South Lymington) within the 
planned connected streets area. The SPD highlights that the plot width, building line, build 
up and set back are all important to the west of the area, that front gardens should not be 
lost to car parking, all parts have a similar mass, the north west corner has individual 
dwellings where spatial setting is most important and that commonality of materials is 
important. 

5.2. Appeal Site and Scheme 

5.2.1. The site is currently occupied by four properties - The Rise, High Bank, Silverbirches and 
Hill View. They vary in height from 1.5 to 2.5 storeys, are reasonably consistent in their set 
back and plot width, but eclectic in their style and appearance. Overall, they have some 
positive contributions to townscape character (frontage vegetation), neutral contributions 
(architecture and appearance) and negative contribution (the front boundary treatment 
Varys in its quality and appearance). They have one single tree to the rear garden 
identified (in the 2011 Local Distinctiveness SPD) as being important and the rear garden is 
also identified as ‘Larger Garden Spaces’ - see Figure 2. 
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5.2.2. The appeal scheme promotes a single building of three storey, to include a lower ground 
floor to its southern elements with the upper floor becoming an attic space. It has a very 
similar set back from Stanford Hill as the existing properties (and also very similar building 
line). It is only visible to any notable degree to the public from Stanford Hill, and therefore 
its main frontage elevation if of most relevance to my evidence. 

5.2.3. From this perspective, four separate building elements are noted, two being more 
assertive (white and cream render with a more formal structure and appearance) and two 
being recessive (buff brickwork with flat roof and a lower height). This is an approach 
taken for the adjacent Bucklers Court scheme, albeit in a slightly more formal, and I 
believe in a slightly less successful way than proposed here. 

5.3. Townscape and Visual Impact 

5.3.1. In respect of townscape effects, I find that there are no adverse effects resulting from the 
appeal scheme to the three townscape elements that relate most closely to the appeal 
site (these being the linked Town Centre form to the north, Highfield Mansions and the 
transition from South Lymington to the Town Centre). 

5.3.2. It is clear to me that the appeal site is not perceived as being part of the South Lymington 
character area, which is far more intimate and suburban in nature. Instead, it is part of a 
short stretch of properties (from Belmore Road to north of Bucklers Court) which acts as a 
transition from South Lymington into the Town Centre. This is evident from this stretch of 
properties (excluding Bucklers Court) being the only properties that have direct access to 
Stanford Hill. 

5.3.3. In this respect, the approach of the appeal scheme to in effect move the transition slightly 
from Bucklers Court to the appeal site is in keeping with how this stretch of townscape is 
perceived. Bucklers Court is heralded as a positive feature in this transition by the 2011 
Local Distinctiveness SPD6  and I consider the appeal scheme to be at least as successful 
in taking up the same approach, although in my view with a higher quality architectural 
form and appearance that has notably improved through consultation. The proposed 
change simply ‘fits’ successfully into this townscape context and therefore results in an 
overall neutral townscape effect. 

5.3.4. In respect of visual effects, the appeal scheme has a limited visual envelope, with views of 
the scheme not extending beyond 80 metres to the north, 120 metres to the north west 
and 140 metres to the south. No substantial effects take place, and no views lead to 
adverse effects, due to the proposed scheme introducing slightly more built form within 
the view, but also a more consistent green frontage treatment and in overall terms neither 
enhancing or detracting from the quality of the existing visual experience. 

 

 

 

                                                   
6 see 2011 SPD paragraph 4.1.18 4th sentence, page 36 
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5.4. Policy Compliance 
5.4.1. I firstly consider the NPPF and the National Design Guide. As recognised above, central to 

the national townscape policies and guidance is the need to optimise the use of land but 
also to add to the quality of the area and being sympathetic to local character. As set out 
in my assessment of townscape effects, I consider the appeal scheme to in effect replicate 
and move slightly the (recognised) positive transition between South Lymington and the 
Town Centre. This does not result in adverse effects and is inspired by positive and 
successful local examples (Bucklers Court). 

5.4.2. Secondly, Local Policy ENV3 is highly aligned with national guidance. It requires the 
efficient use of land, whilst achieving high quality design that contributed positively to 
local distinctiveness. For the reasons expressed above, I consider the appeal scheme to 
meets this requirement. The scheme takes the opportunities to positively contribute by 
continuing the positive transition to the town centre and also providing a consistent hedge 
and tree lines front garden boundary. In GLVIA3 terms this approach leads to a neutral 
townscape conclusion due to it ‘fitting in’ to the townscape context, but this approach is 
aligned with the requirements of ENV3. 

5.4.3. Finally, the 2011 Local Distinctiveness SPD provides guidance in respect of ten geographic 
areas of the town. The appeal site isolated on the northern tip of Area 6 (South 
Lymington) and immediately abutting the Town Centre (Area 1). As set out above, I have 
major reservations as to how the appeal site and its immediate neighbours can be defined 
as being within Area 6, as their character and positioning relative to Stanford Hill is so 
notably contrasting with the remainder of Area 6. 

5.4.4. Notwithstanding this point, when looking closely at the appeal site and scheme, there is a 
notable consistency of approach in respect of building set back, building line, frontage 
treatment and landscape. The areas of difference that are perceived from the public realm 
is the scale of the proposed buildings, where views from Stanford Hill will see additional 
upper storeys (although this remains a relative minor change in the view). 

5.4.5. However, the design approach taken with the appeal scheme is to use the positive 
transition approach of Bucklers Court and to apply that to the building set back and 
building line of the appeal scheme. This results in an arrangement that takes the 
recognised positives of Bucklers Court, but applies it to the site specific. 

5.4.6. Thus, the proposed building relates positively to its neighbours in terms of scale, the set 
back to the main road remains very notable (3-4 times the set back of Bucklers Court). The 
architectural approach to include prominent and recessive elements, with varied materials 
and roof lines, also replicates the approach taken at Bucklers Court, but in my view in a 
more sensitive and more architecturally successful way. 

5.5. Overall Conclusion 

5.5.1. I consider the appeal scheme to be an excellent example of how land can be optimised 
for planning purposes whilst reflecting good local examples of character, fitting in to its 
townscape context and delivering high quality design. 
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Townscape and Visual Impact Appraisal Methodology 

1. This Appendix provides a synopsis of the methodology used in appraising the townscape and 
visual aspects of the proposed scheme which is in accordance with the Guidelines for 
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 3rd Edition (LI and IEMA 2013), referred to hereafter 
as GLVIA3. 

2. This Townscape and Visual Impact Appraisal is not a full impact assessment as formally 
required as part of an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), it is a less formal appraisal. 
Paragraph 3.2 of GLVIA3 states:  

“As a standalone ‘appraisal’ the process is informal and there is more flexibility, but the 
essence of the approach — specifying the nature of the proposed change or development; 
describing the existing landscape and the views and visual amenity in the area that may be 
a!ected; predicting the e!ects, although not their likely significance; and considering how 
those e!ects might be mitigated — still applies.”  

3. Our methodology reflects the approach advocated within GLVIA3, we apply the same 
methodology for formal impact assessments and informal appraisals. However, due to the less 
formal requirements, we provide a written summary of the likely sensitivity and magnitude with 
a conclusion relating to the overall importance of the e!ect .  1

General Approach  
4. A rigid or overly formulaic approach to appraising e!ects, on both landscape resource and 

visual amenity, is avoided . This type of approach is often criticised due to its inflexibility, 2

tendency to not respond to site specific conditions and misuse – something that GLVIA3 has 
focused on.  

5. Matrices and tables are not used to determine judgements in respect of sensitivity or 
magnitude of e!ect, they are provided to assist in the analysis and communication of these 
matters. The emphasis of the appraisal, therefore, relies on explanation of the logic behind 
judgements of sensitivity and magnitude of e!ect, with matrices provided to summarise and 
support the various appraisal considerations . 3

6. To assist with clarity of appraisal, the terms negligible, low, medium and high are used for 
susceptibility, value, sensitivity and magnitude of e!ect. The term ‘negligible’ is added to the 
assessment of magnitude of e!ect where the proposed change is entirely or barely 
perceptible. Nature of e!ect is judged to be beneficial, neutral or adverse.  

7. Townscape susceptibility is particular to the type of change proposed, rather than inherent .  4

 As per Landscape Institute GLVIA3 Statement of Clarification 1/13 (item 4) and GLVIA3 Statement of Clarification 1/14 (item 2) 1

https://www.landscapeinstitute.org/technical/glvia3-panel/glvia3-clarifications/ 

 In accordance with GLVIA3 para 3.182

 In accordance with GLVIA3 para 3.363

 In accordance with GLVIA3 para 5.404
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8. The appraisal includes reference to both ‘impact’ and ‘e!ect’. ‘Impact’ is used in reference to 
the action being taken (such as vegetation loss), whereas the ‘e!ect’ is defined as the change 
(beneficial or negative) that results from that action, or from the whole development .  5

9. The appraisal relies on professional judgement. To ensure a consistent and transparent 
approach, all judgements made are discussed and debated with at least one other assessor 
prior to completion.  

Townscape and Visual Baseline  
10. The baseline exercise initially considers the sensitivity of the townscape and in doing so 

identifies an appropriate study area within which the change is likely to be perceived, either 
directly or in sequence. Sensitivity is interpreted as a combination of the townscape’s 
susceptibility and value. Susceptibility translates as a townscape’s relative ability to 
accommodate change of a particular type without undue consequences to its baseline and an 
assessment involves an appreciation of the quality and cohesion of the existing townscape, the 
location of the proposed change in relation to key townscape features and the prevalence of 
the type of land use being proposed. 

11. Assessing how a townscape is valued is informed by the presence of its recognition through 
national or local planning designations or reference in local guidance, characterisation studies 
or evidence base documents. The criteria for judging the susceptibility and value of the 
townscape is set out at Matrix 1, below.   

12. The townscape and visual baseline appraisal is informed by existing characterisation studies 
available. The key characteristics identified by these studies are identified, validated by 
fieldwork, analysed as to where they can be located within the site and its context, and 
appraised as to how influential these features are. 

13. The visual amenity baseline firstly identifies the likely visibility of the proposed change. This 
uses a variety of techniques, as deemed most appropriate to each specific site and context, 
including Zone of Theoretical Visibility Modelling and Mapping, Augmented Reality visibility 
tests and on-site field work and Visual Envelope mapping. 

14. This exercise then considers the susceptibility of the viewer considering the type of receptor 
and activity, along with their expectation of a view, and its importance. Visual value is 
separately assessed by considering its likely popularity, volume of use and status (i.e. if it has 
been protected or recognised in any planning based documents). The criteria for judging the 
susceptibility and value of the visual amenity is set out at Matrix 2, below.   

15. This process leads to the identification of representative viewpoints which reflect the typical 
experience of people living in and moving through the area where the change is likely to be 
perceived (and beyond this where appropriate). In this case two di!erent approaches were 
used. The first was to establish with precision the likely visibility of the proposed change, this 
utilised an accurate architectural 3D model with building references to either side and 
topography to enable semi-verification (Type 3 visualisations). This approach was taken for 
Viewpoints 1-15 as identified at Figure 5, which were not used to assess the likely scheme 
e!ects, only to identify its visual envelope. The second visualisation type is full verified 
visualisations as contained at Appendix C (locations A-D on Figure 5), see the methodology at 
Appendix C for these visualisations. 

 In accordance with GLVIA3 para 1.165
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Appraising Townscape and Visual E!ects  
16. The appraisal of e!ects on the townscape resource considers a range of factors including the 

size and scale of the change proposed considering the extent of townscape elements to be 
lost, the degree to which important perceptual aspects of the townscape are altered and 
whether the key townscape characteristics that are critical to its character are removed. The 
geographic extent of the change is assessed, as is the duration and reversibility of the change. 
The criteria for judging the magnitude of the landscape e!ect is set out at Matrix 3, below.   

17. The appraisal of e!ects on visual amenity considers a number of factors including the scale of 
change visible, how much this change contrasts or integrates with the existing view, the angle 
of the view to the receptor, the distance of the view, and the extent of which the change 
occupies the view. The criteria for judging the magnitude of the visual e!ect is set out at Matrix 
3, below.   

18. The nature of the townscape and visual e!ects is also assessed by answering the questions as 
set out at 5.37 and 6.29 of GLVIA3. This includes assessing the degree to which the proposal 
fits with existing character, the contribution to the townscape the development may make in its 
own right (even if it does contrast with local character) and whether the proposed change 
would a!ect the quality of the visual experience, given the nature of the existing views. The 
nature of change is identified as being adverse, beneficial or neutral (see Matrix 4).  

19. Conclusions relating to the sensitivity of the townscape resource / visual amenity are combined 
with the conclusions of the magnitude of e!ect to identify the importance of the predicted 
e!ect (see Matrix 5). For non-EIA development this does not assess the overall significance of 
e!ects arising (instead identifying the ‘importance’ of the e!ect ). Matrix 5 intentionally uses a 6

non-rigid matrix to inform and support the assessor’s judgement of what should be considered 
important.  

 In accordance with the Landscape Institute’s GLVIA3 Statement of Clarification 1/14 28-01-14, non EIA development only 6

assesses ‘importance’ not ‘significance’ 
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Matrix 1 - Townscape Sensitivity 

Susceptibility Value

High

The townscape is typically of a high 
quality and cohesiveness. The 
proposed change would be 
prominent in the appreciation of this 
townscape. The type of change being 
proposed is not typical of the 
townscape.

The townscape includes listed 
buildings, conservation areas or is of a 
recognised high value in planning 
policy, guidance, characterisation 
studies or evidence base documents.

Medium

The townscape is typically of a 
medium quality and cohesiveness. 
The proposed change would be 
noticeable but not prominent in the 
appreciation of this townscape. The 
type of change being proposed is 
recognisable in the townscape.

The townscape includes buildings and 
townscapes that are recognised as 
having local value through planning 
policy, guidance, characterisation 
studies or evidence base documents. 

Low

The townscape is typically of a low 
quality and cohesiveness. The 
proposed change would not be 
noticeable in the context of this 
townscape. The type of change being 
proposed is common in the 
townscape.

The townscape includes few buildings 
of merit, and has no recognised value 
in planning policy, guidance, 
characterisation studies or evidence 
base documents.
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Matrix 2 - Visual Sensitivity 

Susceptibility Value

High

The viewer’s activity and expectation 
of a view is highly susceptible to 
change.  

This would typically include people 
engaged in outdoor recreation 
(using public rights of way for 
example), private residents or 
communities who have a high 
expectation of a view or visitors to 
heritage assets or similar attractions.

Consideration of the formal status of 
the view, reference to the view in 
published literature and visitor 
information leads to the conclusion 
that the view has high value.  

Such views are likely to be specifically 
identified in planning documentation 
or local guides/plans.

Medium

The viewer’s activity and expectation 
of a view is of medium susceptibility 
to change.  

This would typically be travellers on 
road, rail or other transport routes, 
unless passing through an area of 
particular scenic interest.

Consideration of the formal status of 
the view, reference to the view in 
published literature and visitor 
information leads to the conclusion 
that the view has medium value.  

Such views might be located within a 
designated area identified in planning 
documentation or local guides/plans or 
be subject to policies that indicate their 
value.

Low

The viewer’s activity and expectation 
of a view is of low susceptibility to 
change.  

This would typically include people 
engaged in outdoor sport that does 
not involve appreciation of the view, 
or people at work.

Consideration of the formal status of 
the view, reference to the view in 
published literature and visitor 
information leads to the conclusion 
that the view has some value but it is 
categorised as being low.   

Such views are very unlikely to be 
identified in planning documentation or 
local guides/plans.
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Matrix 3 – Magnitude 

Visual Townscape

High

The proposed change to the view 

provides a significantly di!erent built 

form, with high contrast to the existing 

view, the loss of key visual features 

and the type of view typically being a 

full view in nature.

The proposed change creates a 

significant loss of existing townscape 

that contributed positively to the 

character of the area, or alters it to the 

extent that the perception of the local 

townscape has fundamentally 

changed. This e!ect typically (but not 

always) is felt over a wide geographic 

area.

Medium

The proposed change to the view 

provides a recognisably di!erent built 

form, with some contrast to the 

existing view, the loss of some (not 

key) visual features and the type of 

view typically not being a full view in 

nature.

The proposed change creates a 

recognisable loss of existing 

townscape that contributed positively 

to the character of the area, or alters it 

to the extent that the perception of 

the local townscape has notably 

changed. This e!ect typically (but not 

always) is felt over a local geographic 

area.

Low

The proposed change to the view 

provides a subtly di!erent built form, 

with little contrast to the existing view, 

the loss of minor visual features and 

the type of view typically being a 

glimpse or partial view in nature.

The proposed change creates a minor 

loss of existing townscape or alters it 

to the extent that the perception of 

the local townscape has slightly 

changed. This e!ect typically (but not 

always) is felt within the site and its 

immediate setting.

Negligible
The proposed change to the view is 

either entirely or almost 

imperceptible.

The proposed change to the 

townscape is either entirely or almost 

imperceptible.
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Matrix 4 – Significance 

Visual Townscape

Very 
Substantial

A combination of the sensitivity to 

change and magnitude of e!ect 

results in a development that has a 

very substantial e!ect on visual 

amenity.

A combination of the sensitivity to 

change and magnitude of e!ect 

results in a development that has a 

very substantial e!ect on 

landscape character and resource.

Substantial

A combination of the sensitivity to 

change and magnitude of e!ect 

results in a development that has a 

substantial e!ect on visual amenity.

A combination of the sensitivity to 

change and magnitude of e!ect 

results in a development that has a 

substantial e!ect on landscape 

character.

Moderate

A combination of the sensitivity to 

change and magnitude of e!ect 

results in a development that has a 

moderate e!ect on visual amenity.

A combination of the sensitivity to 

change and magnitude of e!ect 

results in a development that has a 

moderate e!ect on landscape 

character and resource.

Slight

A combination of the sensitivity to 

change and magnitude of e!ect 

results in a development that has a 

slight e!ect on visual amenity.

A combination of the sensitivity to 

change and magnitude of e!ect 

results in a development that has a 

slight e!ect on landscape character 

and resource.

Not Important

A combination of the sensitivity to 

change and magnitude of e!ect 

results in a development that has a 

non-important e!ect on visual 

amenity.

A combination of the sensitivity to 

change and magnitude of e!ect 

results in a development that has a 

non-important e!ect on landscape 

character and resource.
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Matrix 5 – Combining Judgements 

NB. In accordance with the Landscape Institute’s GLVIA3 Statement of Clarification 1/14 28-01-14, 
non EIA development only assesses ‘importance’ not ‘significance’ and therefore for this type of 
development ‘not significant’ becomes ‘not important’. 
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Matrix 6 – Nature of E!ect 

Visual Townscape

Adverse

When comparing the existing and 

proposed visual experience, the 

proposed changes reduce its 

quality. This is usually achieved by 

adding discordant or incongruous 

visual elements to the composition 

of the view.

The proposed change introduces 

elements that are discordant or 

incongruous with the existing 

townscape. The proposed change 

makes a negative contribution to 

the townscape in its own right, even 

if contrasting with the prevailing 

character.

Beneficial

When comparing the existing and 

proposed visual experience, the 

proposed changes increase its 

quality. This is usually achieved by 

adding positive visual elements to 

the composition of the view.

The proposed change introduces 

elements that enhance the existing 

townscape. The proposed change 

makes a positive contribution to the 

townscape in its own right, even if 

contrasting with the prevailing 

character.

Neutral

When comparing the existing and 

proposed visual experience, the 

proposed changes have no notable 

impact on its quality. This is usually 

achieved by there being no notable 

change in the composition of the 

view, or by the change in the view 

being consistent with the existing 

visual experience and not being 

su"ciently di!erent to arrive at an 

adverse or beneficial conclusion.

The proposed change fits into the 

existing character without 

introducing either positive or 

negative elements, or that these 

balance to create a neutral e!ect.
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